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Introduction
• How properties sell matters for housing price dynamics
• (Using M and S data:)  Auction (vs. Negotiated) prices:
– Forecast better
– Have less momentum
– Respond to permanent shocks uniformly faster
– à sellers sluggish compared to buyers

• move from findings to statements about buyers and sellers:  
add in list prices (which are to neg. as neg. are to auctions), 
estimate a state-space model with all three, and 
rely on the mechanisms to apply buyer/seller labels to diffusion processes

• Of interest, since:
– Housing important to macro
– Micro interest in functioning of different price mechanisms



Macro-Importance

• Propagation Mechanism 
– Iacovellio (2005):  as collateral
– Kaplan, Violante and Moll (2018): à MPC  

• Shock in own right
• Banking System
– mortgage performance
– solvency and stability of banking system 

• MICRO-HOUSING:  
– dynamics as indicating market frictions or bubbles.



Macro/Finance Lit. on Housing Prices
• Basic Facts:

– Case and Shiller (1989)
– Titman, Wang and Yang (2014)
– Glaeser, Gyourko, Morales and Nathanson (2014):  standard asset 

model “fails utterly at explaining the strong, high frequency positive 
serial correlation of price changes”

• Search frictions:
– Capozza, Hendershott and Mack (2004)
– Caplin and Leahy (2011)
– Diaz and Jerez (2013):  none
– Head, Lloyd-Ellis and Sun (2014):  < 0.5 %&' ()*+

• Adaptive Expectations
– Sommervoll, Borgeersen and Wennemo (2010)

• Momentum Traders
– Piazzesi and Schneider

• Kinked Demand Curves
– Guren (2015)



Micro:  Mechanisms in General

• Mechanisms generally evaluated according to:

– Efficiency

– Revenue

– Robustness

– Simplicity

– Information Aggregation:  Informative (Kremer)

– Price’s Approximation of Asset Value

• Empirical Literature (esp. Internet):  

– Lucking-Reiley (1999)

– Einav et al (2015)

• No studies on dynamics of how mechanisms 

translate shocks into prices



Why Australia

• Australia has had a substantial share of real 
estate auctions for a long time (at least since 
1959, [Maher])

• In our data, about 11 percent of sales

• Not foreclosures (as in US)

• Rather, dwellings are sometimes auctioned, 
sometimes offered via private sale (“negotiated”)



Data
• Sydney and Melbourne: 
– 1993-2016 
– approx. 4 million transactions (census)
– 40% of Australian transactions, 60% of value

• Land title office records merged with listings data 
from newspapers and Internet

• Sales Price
• Method of Sale
• Attributes:
– Physical
– Geographic





Attributes are not Identically 
Distributed Across Mechanisms



Nearest Neighbour Matching (NNM)



Matching – Nearest Neighbour:  
SYDNEY



Matching – Nearest Neighbour:  
MELBOURNE







Propensity Score Balancing



MOMENTUM:  
RANDOM WALK TESTS
AUTOCORRELATION
DIFFUSION OF A PERMANENT SHOCK



Random Walk (with Drift) Tests



Autocorrelations



Momentum – Repeat Sales



Permanent Shock Diffusion



PREDICTION: 
GRANGER CAUSALITY



Granger Causality and 
Information Content



Granger Causality:  Repeat Sales



Granger Causality for Macro-Variables



ROBUSTNESS



Granger Causality:  “Pre-Auction” Prices



Selection Correction



No 
single 

district 
is 

driving 
the 

result



Other Sub-Samples



LIST PRICES

To Make Inferences About Buyers and 
Sellers, we need:



Momentum:  List vs. Negotiated 



Granger Causality with List Prices



STATE SPACE MODEL



Preliminary:  Co-Integration



State-Space Model



State-Space Model:  
Theoretical Interpretation

• Auction Price:
No reserve:  only buyer values  
With reserve, empiric. relevant clearance rates:  mostly

• Negotiated Price:  
Nash-Bargaining (and other models) -
price = weighted average of buyer and seller values

• List Price:  set by sellers

• Values are “dynamic” (Satterthwaite and Shneyerov, 2006): 
agents’ values in the search process. 

– Frictionless world: market prices; 
– With frictions:  market conditions plus values post-transaction / 

information sets.
– Move together in long run, but deviate from each other in short.









Slow Seller Adjustment
PREVIOUS FINDINGS:
• Sales more cyclical than prices (Leamer, 2007)
• Seller TOM ↓ in hot markets (Genesove & Han, 2012)
• P/L correlated with short run demand growth 

(Genesove & Han, 2012)
• P/L correlated with  price growth (Haurin et al 2013)

NEW EVIDENCE:

• Price growth and auction sales rate:  Phillips-curve



Sales Rate and Price Growth



Why do Sellers Lag? - I
• WHY LAGS?  

– Quan and Quigley, 1991 (appraisal relies on past)

– Wheaton, 1990 (JPE; frequency of transaction)

– Backward looking expectations (Case and Shiller, 
1988 - surveys)

• WHY SELLERS LAG?
– Equity Lock-In (Stein, Genesove and Mayer)

– Loss Aversion (Genesove and Mayer)

– Delayed information (Berkovec and Goodman, 
Genesove and Han)

– Kinked demand (Guren 2014) – upward only



Why do sellers lag? - II
Some further suggestions …
• Matching institution:
– Sellers list
– Buyers do not
– So buyer information does not diffuse as much

• Buyer has high dimensionality problem à constant 
adjustment

• (Young) Buyers moving into area, (old) sellers leaving
• Guren (2015):  with strategic complementarity, these 

differences need not be large



Other Explanations

1. Individual auction better estimates 
underlying common-value component in 
buyer valuation

a. However, indices are averages
2. Diffusion of common buyer shocks through 

the buyer distribution
3. Greater publicity for auctions



Alternative Hypothesis 1:  
Auctions more precise

• Long standard theoretical 
literature:  COMMON VALUES

• Literature focuses on 
consistency / unbiasedness of 
price as estimate of value; but 
issue is variance of estimator.

• Aggregation

• Argument is more general

RMSE
S M

Auction 0.27 0.34
Negot. 0.24 0.36



Alternative Explanation 2:  Buyer Diffusion
• Auctions depend on second order statistic, 

negotiated on mean.
• Possible mechanism:  shocks diffuse among buyers
• E.g.:  (i) no reserve price at auction; (ii) seller has 

complete bargaining power in negotiations
• Positive shocks will be felt in auctions first: 
• Negative shocks felt in negotiated prices first
• Implies asymmetric response, which we do not 

see in Sydney; opposite direction in Melbourne



Alternative Explanation 3:  Publicity
• Auction results are publicized more and earlier
– More dramatic
– Attended by more people
– Concurrently published in newspaper and websites; 

negotiated published only after a quarter or so

• Buyers and sellers form valuations using past prices
– Revealing of current market state
– Assessed values (Quan and Quigley 1991)
– Expectations backward looking (Case and Shiller 1998, 

Coibion and Gorodnichenko 2015)

• BUT if negotiated prices are anchored by past auction 
prices they will inherit auction price (lack of) momentum



Conclusion

• Why is there high momentum in housing prices?
• Answer:  sluggish sellers.
• Evidence:  
– auction prices demonstrate less momentum.
– list prices demonstrate more
– add price formation ‘theories’
– (plus some existing and new supporting evidence)

• Calibration studies have assumed sluggish sellers
• Underlying reason remains elusive


